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Parity-violating elastic electron-nucleon scattering at low momentum transfer allows one
to access the nucleon’s weak charge, the vector coupling of the Z-boson to the nucleon. In the
Standard Model and at tree level, the weak charge of the proton is related to the weak mixing
angle and accidentally suppressed, Qp, treeW = 1− 4 sin2 θW ≈ 0.07. Modern experiments aim
at extracting QpW at ∼ 1% accuracy. Similarly, parity non-conservation in atoms allows to
access the weak charge of atomic nuclei. We consider a novel class of radiative corrections,
an exchange of two photons with parity violation in the hadronic/nuclear system. These
corrections may affect the extraction of sin2 θW from the experimental data at the relevant
level of precision because they are affected by long-range interactions similar to other parity-
violating radiative corrections, such as, e.g., the γZ-exchange, which has obtained much
attention recently. We show that the significance of this new correction increases with the
beam energy in parity-violating electron scattering, but the general properties of the parity-
violating forward Compton amplitude protect the formal definition of the weak charge as a
limit at zero-momentum transfer and zero-energy. We also discuss the relevance of the new
correction for upcoming experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental studies of parity-violating (PV) neutral current interactions offer a possibility
for a precise determination of the parameters of the Standard Model (SM) and constrain possible
contributions of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) [1]. Of particular interest is parity-
violating electron scattering (PVES) with electron beams with energies of a few hundred MeV
to a few GeV at low momentum transfer, and PV interactions of atomic electrons with atomic
nuclei. The weak charge of the proton, the coupling of the neutral Z-boson to the proton, which
is accidentally suppressed in SM, QpW ≈ 0.07, has been pointed out to be a sensitive probe
of BSM [2]. A precise measurement of this quantity with elastic PVES at a low momentum
transfer is the subject of the Q-Weak experiment at Jefferson Lab [3] and at Mainz [4] with
the new MESA facility. An interpretation of these experiments in favor or disfavor of a BSM
signal requires a precise account of SM radiative corrections of order O(α), with α ≈ 1/137 the
fine structure constant. The original analysis of radiative corrections to the weak charges was
tailored for atomic PV [5, 6], but was updated in Ref. [7] for the PVES case. More recently,
Ref. [8] pointed out an additional, dispersion γZ-box correction that exhibits a steep energy
dependence: while absent in the conditions of atomic PV experiments, it was shown to reach
several percent of QpW in PVES. This contribution has been actively studied by several groups
[9–17].
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2The PV γZ-box correction arises from the generalized γZ-interference Compton scattering on
a hadronic target. In this work we study a novel effect: the contribution of the parity-violating
electromagnetic Compton process to the elastic PV electron-proton (or electron-nucleus) scatter-
ing amplitude via two-photon exchange. The source of parity violation in a purely electromag-
netic reaction can be hadronic parity-violating interactions or admixtures of levels of opposite
parity in an atom or a nucleus. This contribution has not been studied before in the context of
PVES. We provide estimates for this effect in the kinematics of the upcoming experiments.
This article is organized as follows. In Section II we define the context and the formalism
in which the PV two-photon exchange is studied and sketch the mechanism that can lead to an
enhancement. Section III considers the contribution of the nucleon anapole moment to the weak
charge. In Section IV we derive a sum rule for the leading logarithmic term in the low momentum
transfer expansion, originating from real PV Compton scattering amplitude. The properties of
this amplitude, most notably the superconvergence relation are considered in Section V. We
prove the superconvergence relation in relativistic chiral perturbation theory and construct a
self-consistent model of PV Compton amplitude in Section VI. Finally, we present results and
discuss their consequences for running and upcoming PVES and atomic PV experiments in
Section VII. We provide technical details of the calculation in the Appendix VIII.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
FIG. 1: The two-boson exchange diagram (γγ or γZ) with the relevant kinematic variables.
We consider the elastic scattering process e(k) +N(p)→ e(k′) +N(p′). It will be helpful to
use the electron energy E defined in the laboratory system, i.e. in the rest frame of the target
nucleon. The total energy squared in the ep-system is then given by s = (p+ k)2 = M2 + 2ME
and the momentum transfer by t = (k − k′)2 = (p′ − p)2 < 0. Where possible, we will neglect
the electron mass, me, but keep the nucleon mass M , i.e. m
2
e  M2, s. The scattering regime
corresponds to the range s ≥ (M +me)2 ≈M2 and −(s−M2)2/s ≤ t ≤ 0.
As a starting point we recapitulate the calculation of the γZ-box in the limit of forward
scattering. Here we have to evaluate a loop-integral with intermediate nuclear or hadronic states
with arbitrary mass W . The relevant kinematic variables are shown in Fig. 1. We parametrize
the momentum of the virtual boson, qµ, in the laboratory frame by qµ = (ν, ~q ) with the help of
the usual variable ν = (pq)/M . We then have ~q 2 = ν2+Q2 and W 2 = (p+q)2 = M2+2Mν−Q2.
The hadronic mass W takes its minimal value at the pion production threshold W 2pi = (M+mpi)
2.
3Following Refs. [8, 11] we write for the forward nucleon or nuclear spin-independent amplitude
(i.e., in the limit t = 0 and Q′2 = Q2)
ImTγZ(E, t = 0) = −e
2GF√
2
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
2piδ(k21 −m2e)
2piWµνγZL
γZ
µν
Q2(1 +Q2/M2Z)
. (1)
Here GF is the Fermi constant and the hadronic tensor is given by
WµνγZ =
(
−gµν − q
µqν
Q2
)
F γZ1 (2)
+
1
(pq)
(
p+
(pq)
Q2
q
)µ(
p+
(pq)
Q2
q
)ν
F γZ2 +
iεµναβpαqβ
2(pq)
F γZ3 .
The structure functions F γZi are functions of the Lorentz scalars Q
2 and ν. GF is the Fermi
constant, MZ the mass of the Z-boson. The leptonic tensor is given by
LγZµν = u¯(k)γµ(k/1 +me)γν(g
e
V − geAγ5)u(k) . (3)
In the SM and at tree-level, the weak and axial electron charges are geV = −1 + 4 sin2 θW and
geA = −1, respectively. Performing the tensor contraction and working out the Dirac algebra
one can separate the result into a vector and an axial-vector part,
ImVγZ(E, 0) = α
∫ s
W 2pi
dW 2
(2ME)2
∫ Q2max
0
dQ2
1 +Q2/M2Z
[
F γZ1 +
s(Q2max −Q2)
(W 2 −M2 +Q2)Q2F
γZ
2
]
ImAγZ(E, 0) = α
∫ s
W 2pi
dW 2
(2ME)2
∫ Q2max
0
dQ2
1 +Q2/M2Z
[
2(s−M2)
W 2 −M2 +Q2 − 1
]
F γZ3 , (4)
which are combined to give the full γZ-box correction as
ImTγZ = −GF√
2
u¯p/γ5u
[
geAImVγZ + geV ImAγZ
]
. (5)
The superscripts V and A indicate the vector and axial-vector Z-coupling to the nucleon, re-
spectively. We note that the on-shell condition for the intermediate electron required in the
calculation of the imaginary part of the box graph limits the maximal value of the photon’s
virtuality to Q2max = (s −M2)(s −W 2)/s for a fixed value of W 2 which, in turn, may vary
between W 2pi and s.
Because of the finite threshold for pion production, Wpi = M +mpi > M , the above integrals
do not contain IR (soft photon) singularities. Nevertheless, collinear singularities may occur,
if the nearly massless electron is emitting a real energetic photon. However, the analysis of
the above equations shows that for the γZ-box such singularities are absent since the structure
function F γZ2 vanishes at the real photon point, i.e. at Q
2 = 0.
The real parts of the corrections A,VγZ are reconstructed using forward dispersion relations,
ReVγZ(E, 0) =
2E
pi
P
∫ ∞
Epi
dE′
E′2 − E2 Im
V
γZ(E
′, 0) ,
ReAγZ(E, 0) =
2
pi
P
∫ ∞
Epi
dE′E′
E′2 − E2 Im
A
γZ(E
′, 0) , (6)
where P in front of the integrals stands for the principal value prescription. The corrections
V,AγZ have been extensively studied in the literature.
4In the present work we are interested in assessing a similar correction that is associated with
the exchange of two photons between the electron and the nucleon or nucleus, while parity
violation occurs in the hadronic/nuclear system. Quite straightforwardly, we obtain in the
forward limit
ImTPVγγ = e
4
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
2piδ(k21 −m2e)
2pi PVWµνγγ L
γγ
µν
Q4
, (7)
with Lγγµν = u¯(k)γµ(k/1 + me)γνu(k). The leptonic tensor will contain an anti-symmetric, spin-
dependent part for the case of polarized electron scattering. The PV hadronic spin-independent
forward Compton tensor has only one term,
PVWµνγγ =
iεµναβpαqβ
2(pq)
F γγ3 . (8)
Contributions to the structure function F γγ3 can arise due to the interference of the PV and
parity-conserving (PC) γN∆ interaction, in the presence of PV piNN couplings, or due to a
mixing of two closely-lying nuclear levels of equal spin but opposite parity. We define the box
correction according to1
TPVγγ = e
2u¯p/γ5uPVγγ . (9)
It can immediately be seen that the forward PV 2γ-box will contain a collinear singularity due
to the fact that there is an extra photon propagator compared with the case of AγZ ,
ImPVγγ (E) = α
∫ s
W 2pi
dW 2
2(2ME)2
Q2max∫
Q2min
dQ2
Q2
[
2(s−M2)
W 2 −M2 +Q2 − 1
]
F γγ3 , (10)
where the upper and lower limits of the integral over Q2 are
Q2max ≈
(s−W 2)(s−M2)
s
, Q2min =
m2e(W
2 −M2)2
sQ2max
, (11)
and m2e can be neglected in the expression for Q
2
max. The leading contribution is finite due to
the finiteness of the electron mass and a finite threshold, W ≥M +mpi, separating the excited
hadronic states from the ground state,
∼
∫ Q2max
Q2min
dQ2
Q2
= ln
(s−M2)2(s−W 2)2
m2es(W
2 −M2)2 , (12)
but possibly large since it contains a logarithm of the electron mass.
If the intermediate state is the ground state, i.e. for W = M , an infrared divergence does
not appear because the elastic contribution to F γγ3 vanishes for real photons. We address this
elastic contribution in detail in the following section.
1 Note that due to the normalization by the electromagnetic coupling e2, the quantity PVγγ has dimension
1/energy2, while V,AγZ , normalized by GF , is dimensionless.
5III. ELASTIC CONTRIBUTION: ANAPOLE MOMENT
In order to calculate the box-graph contribution with a proton in the intermediate state, we
start with a study of Compton scattering. PV can appear in Compton scattering due to an
explicit PV term in the Lagrangian of the form
LPV = ie a0∂µFµνN¯γνγ5N . (13)
The origin of this term lies in electroweak corrections at the single quark level (thus calculable at
one-loop in the SM), as well as multi-quark contributions. These latter give rise to the anapole
moment, the main source of the uncertainty in the value of a0. We can identify a0 with a
correction to the axial charge of the proton, GA, which appears when a process with a charged
lepton is compared with the corresponding neutrino process according to
a0 =
GF
8piα
√
2
geV (0) δG
ep
A , (14)
where the weak charge of the electron geV (0) = −(1−4 sin2 θW (0)) ≈ −0.0712(7) will be taken at
zero momentum transfer in the MS scheme. The axial charge of the proton, GepA , can be found
from the recent analysis in Ref. [18–20],
GepA (Q
2) = Ga(Q
2)
[
GA(1 +R
T=1
A ) +
3F −D
2
RT=0A + ∆s(1 +R
(0)
A )
]
≡ Ga(Q2)
[
GA + δG
ep
A
]
. (15)
The value of the axial charge, GA = −1.2701(25), is known from the free neutron β-decay
[21]. The baryon octet parameters F and D can be obtained from neutron and hyperon β-
decays with the assumption of SU(3) symmetry, 3F − D = 0.58(12). ∆s = −0.07(6) is the
strange quark contribution to the nucleon spin, and can be deduced from polarized deep inelastic
scattering data assuming that its Q2 dependence due to DGLAP evolution can be neglected [19].
The radiative corrections to the isovector, isoscalar and SU(3) singlet hadronic axial vector
amplitudes, respectively, are RT=1A = −0.258(340), RT=0A = −0.239(200), R(0)A = −0.55(55) [18].
These quantities arise from several sources: alongside the so-called one-quark contribution which
correspond to the one-loop renormalization of the Standard Model electron-quark couplings
C2q [22], multi-quark effects, such as the anapole moment, and coherent strong interaction
mechanisms contribute. Combining these numbers and adding errors in quadrature gives δGepA =
0.23(43), corresponding to a shift and uncertainty of the modulus of GA by −18(35) %. This
leads to
a0 = −(0.74± 1.38)× 10−6 GeV−2 . (16)
The Q2-dependent axial form factor is assumed to follow a dipole form,
Ga(Q
2) =
1(
1 +Q2/M2A
)2 (17)
where MA ∼ 1.02 GeV, consistent with the world PVES data [19].
Interference of the PV vertex derived from Eq. (13) with the PC electromagnetic vertex
Γµem(q) = F1(Q
2)γµ + F2(Q
2)iσµβ
qβ
2M
(18)
6FIG. 2: A schematic representation of the elastic contribution to the imaginary part of the two-boson
exchange correction to the elastic PVES amplitude. The left and right parts show the γZ and PV γγ
contributions, respectively. The vertical dashed line cutting through the diagrams indicates that the
intermediate ep-state is on-shell.
with the Dirac and Pauli form factors F1,2 leads to the following expression for the elastic
contribution to the PV structure function F γγ3 ,
F γγ3 = a0Ga(Q
2)GM (Q
2) 2MνQ2 δ(2Mν −Q2) , (19)
where GM (Q
2) = F1(Q
2)+F2(Q
2) is the nucleon magnetic form factor. Inserting this expression
for F γγ3 into Eq. (10) leads to the elastic contribution to ImPV, el
ImPV, elγγ (E, t = 0) =
4piα2
2ME
a0
∫ 4M2E2
M2+2ME
0
dQ2GM (Q
2)Ga(Q
2)
(
2− Q
2
2ME
)
. (20)
The real part is obtained from a forward dispersion relation,
RePV, elγγ (E, t = 0) =
2
pi
P
∫ ∞
0
E′dE′
E′2 − E2 Im
PV
γγ (E
′, t = 0) (21)
=
4α2a0
ME
∫ ∞
0
dQ2GM (Q
2)Ga(Q
2)
[
ln
∣∣∣∣E + EQE − EQ
∣∣∣∣+ Q22ME ln
∣∣∣∣∣1− E2E2Q
∣∣∣∣∣
]
.
We have changed the order of integration and performed the integral over E′ analytically, us-
ing the abbreviation EQ =
(
Q2 +
√
Q2(Q2 + 4M2)
)
/(4M). This result is infrared-finite and
analogous to the expression for the elastic contribution to AγZ .
The effect of including PV, elγγ along with A, elγZ can easily be obtained from the latter by
a shift of the proton’s axial charge GA → GA + δGepA . This leads to a reduction of A, elγZ by
18%, accompanied by an uncertainty of 44% of the corrected value of GA + δG
ep
A . We show the
correction of the effective weak charge of the proton resulting from these box-graph contributions
as a function of the electron energ in Fig. 3. The discussion above shows in a transparent way
how this uncertainty originates from uncertainties in the data. This is one of the important
results of this work.
Our result can be compared to previous evaluations of the elastic contribution to the AγZ
correction. In Refs. [5, 6], this correction was evaluated at E = 0 and applied in an analysis of
PV in atoms. The result was adopted without further modification for PVES in Ref. [7]. The
authors of Ref. [23] observed, however, a considerable energy dependence of AγZ , as is visible
in the energy behavior of the black curve of Fig. 3. Their result corresponds to the one-loop
accuracy: upon cutting the left graph of Fig. 2, the sub-graphs corresponding to the Z0 and
γ-exchanges are taken at tree level. The parameters of the SM that serve as input for a one-loop
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FIG. 3: Correction to the effective weak charge of the proton in units of 10−4 in the exact forward
limit and as a function of the electron energy in GeV. The black curve shows the result for A, elγZ with
GA = −1.2701. The red curve is our new central value obtained from the sum A, elγZ + PV, elγγ . The
shaded region corresponds to the uncertainty due to the proton’s anapole moment.
calculation may be significantly modified when one-loop effects are added on top of the tree-level
amplitudes. We note here that the inclusion of such higher-order corrections formally exceeds
the one-loop accuracy, yet the choice to include one-loop corrections in the determination of the
values of SM parameters is often made. This does not pose a problem per se since once the full
two-loop result is obtained, the respective two-loop corrections included in the one-loop result
can be removed to avoid double-counting.
Recently, Blunden et al. [12] proposed such a prescription taking into account the one-loop
running of sin2 θW and α. This results in a smaller value of g
e
V and a reduction of the previous
result of Marciano and Sirlin [5, 6] by 17%. Note that because of the presence of nucleon form
factors, the loop integral is only sensitive to geV (Q
2) at Q2 . 1 GeV2 where the scale dependence
is negligible, geV (Q
2) ≈ const. Blunden et al.’s result is fairly well represented by the red curve
in Fig. 3. The choice made in Ref. [12] is not unique but is a viable one, as explained above.
Another possible choice would be to use the full one-loop result for the elastic PVES ampli-
tude, i.e. for the left side of the box diagrams shown in Fig. 2. This would include the tree-level
diagram, the running of sin2 θW and of α, plus further terms, most notably the WW - and ZZ-
box graphs, and finally, the PV γNN vertex, also formally a one-loop effect. From the point of
view of dispersion relations this choice is more natural: if we decide to partially include two-loop
effects at least to the elastic box, this can be achieved by using the full one-loop result for the PV
elastic ep-scattering amplitude inside the box. This is the choice that we pursue here. Numeri-
cally, the WW - and ZZ-boxes are known to largely cancel the effect of the running of sin2 θW in
the product geVGA (through g
e
V (MZ)→ geV (0)). In turn, the additional contribution due to the
induced PV γNN vertex leads to a suppression of the proton’s axial charge, GA → GA + δGepA .
8As a result, our central value (18% reduction with respect to Marciano and Sirlin’s result at
E = 0) is very close to that of Ref. [12], but allows for a data-driven estimate of the uncertainty
of our calculation. This is the main reason for our proposal to include these effects in the one-
loop calculation. Unfortunately, hadronic PV effects are largely unconstrained, and this leads
to an increased uncertainty represented by the shaded area in Fig. 3. Future electron scattering
and atomic PV experiments may help taming this uncertainty.
The actual kinematics of the P2 experiment at MESA will not be at forward scattering but at
scattering angles ∼ 25◦, yet at a very low momentum transfer −t ∼ 0.005 GeV2. The correction
due to this finite momentum transfer is expected to be of the order Q2R2M/3, with RM standing
for the relevant nucleon size (magnetic or axial). With the magnetic radius RM ≈ 0.77 fm the
effect of such a finite size correction would be a few percent relative to the result for forward-
scattering. This is quite comfortably within the large ∼ 44% uncertainty due to δGA. We will
address the explicit t-dependence of the elastic contribution in upcoming work.
We end this section with a comment regarding the contribution of the nuclear anapole moment
to the nuclear weak charge via two-photon exchange. This can be obtained by evaluating Eq. (21)
at E = 0 and in the limit of a heavy nuclear mass M . If we assume the nuclear form factors to
only depend on the nuclear size R roughly as G(Q2) ∼ exp(−R2Q2/6) and employ the definition
of Eq. (14), we arrive at
δQNuclW ∼ −
4
√
3√
pi
Zα
MR
geV
geA
µN δG
anapole
A (22)
where µN is the nuclear magnetic moment in units of the nuclear magneton and δG
anapole
A is the
contribution of the nuclear anapole moment to the nuclear axial charge normalized to the axial
charge due to the exchange of a Z-boson GNCA . For a numerical estimate, e.g., for the case of
133Cs consisting of 55 protons and 78 neutrons, GNCA ≈ 55gpA + 78gnA ≈ −23GA ≈ 29. Unlike
for a single nucleon where the anapole moment may reduce the axial charge by some 30%, for
nuclei it is expected to dominate over the standard Z-exchange by an order of magnitude [24],
so we assume δG
133Cs, anapole
A ∼ 300 for the sake of a rough estimate. Putting numbers together,
we arrive at the na¨ıve expectation δQNuclW . 10−3. This contribution can be safely neglected.
IV. INELASTIC CONTRIBUTION
To account for inelastic contributions and correctly calculate the leading t-behavior of the
box-graph at low t, we follow the method laid out in Refs. [25, 26] where the 2γ-exchange
correction in the parity-conserving case was considered. The method consists of taking the form
of the hadronic tensor in the exact (i.e., non-forward) form. The PV tensor ∼ µναβ pαqβ2(pq)F γγ3 is
extended beyond the forward limit in the following gauge-invariant form:
PV W˜µνγγ =
1
4(Pq)2
[
(Pq)iεµναβPα(q + q
′)β − P νiεµαβγqαq′βPγ − Pµiεναβγqαq′βPγ
]
F˜ γγ3 , (23)
where P = (p + p′)/2, and p′(q′) stand for the final nucleon (photon) momenta, respectively,
with t = (q − q′)2 = (p′ − p)2. In the forward limit, i.e. for q′ = q, P = p, this tensor reduces to
the forward one, Eq. (8). After tensor contraction, the off-forward result for the box correction
reads
ImPVγγ (E, t) =
α
2pi
∫
Ecm1 dE
cm
1
s−M2
∫
dΩ
Q2Q′2
[
Q2 +Q′2
2
+
Ecm1 t
2Ecm
]
(P, k + k1)
(Pq)
F˜ γγ3 (ν,Q
2, Q′2, t) .
(24)
9The center-of-mass (c.m.) energies are given by Ecm = (s−M2)/(2√s) and Ecm1 = (s−W 2)/2
√
s,
respectively. The non-forward amplitude F˜ γγ3 (ν,Q
2, Q′2, t) is assumed to be an analytic function
of t, thus
F˜ γγ3 (ν,Q
2, Q′2, t)
∣∣∣
t→0
= F γγ3 (ν,Q
2) +O(t) , (25)
where we used the fact that inside the loop Q2 = Q′2 for t = 0. Furthermore, also analyticity in
Q2 at Q2 = 0 is assumed,
F γγ3 (ν,Q
2)
∣∣
Q2→0 = F
γγ
3 (ν, 0) +O(Q
2) . (26)
For the leading t-behavior associated with F γγ3 (ν, 0) under the integral, i.e. keeping terms ∼ ln |t|
and t-independent terms, we obtain
ImPVγγ (E, t) = α
E∫
Epi
dωF γγ3 (ω, 0)
4ME2
{[
2E
ω
− 1
]
ln
(s−M2)2
−st −
2E
ω
ln
[
1 +
(s−M2)(s−W 2)
s(W 2 −M2)
]}
,
(27)
where Epi = [(M + Mpi)
2 −M2]/2M denotes the pion production threshold. The real part of
the box is obtained from a dispersion relation at fixed t ≈ 0, analogous to that for AγZ in Eq.
(6). Changing the order of integration, the integral over E′ can be carried out analytically,
RePVγγ (E, t) =
α
piM
∞∫
Epi
dω
ω2
F γγ3 (ω, 0)G(E,ω, t) , (28)
with the auxiliary function G given by
G(E,ω, t) =
ω
2E
ln
∣∣∣∣E + ωE − ω
∣∣∣∣ ln
(
4E2
|t|(1 + 2E2Mω )
)
+
ω2
4E2
ln
∣∣∣∣1− E2ω2
∣∣∣∣ ln(2Mω|t|
)
(29)
− ω
2
4E2
[
Li2
(
1 + M2ω
1− M2E
)
− Li2
(
1
1− M2E
)
+ Li2
(
1 + M2ω
1 + M2E
)
− Li2
(
1
1 + M2E
)
+
1
2
Li2
(
E2
ω2
)]
+
ω
2E
Re
Li2
 1 + Eω
1 + i
√
2E2
Mω
+ Li2
 1 + Eω
1− i
√
2E2
Mω
− Li2
 1− Eω
1 + i
√
2E2
Mω
− Li2
 1− Eω
1− i
√
2E2
Mω
 .
In the limit of vanishing electron energy, E → 0, the box correction can be cast in a more elegant
form,
RePVγγ (0, t) =
3α
4piM
∞∫
Epi
dω
ω2
F γγ3 (ω, 0) (30)
×
[
ln
[
4ω2
−t(1 + 2ωM )
]
+
7
3
− 4ω
2
3M2
[
ln
(
1 +
M
2ω
)
− M
2ω
]
− 8
3
√
2ω
M
arctan
√
M
2ω
]
.
We see that the collinear divergence from the loop integral gives rise to terms ∼ ln(4E2pi/|t|).
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V. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE PV REAL COMPTON AMPLITUDE
Analyzing Eq. (30) obtained in the previous section, we notice that the inclusion of this
correction in the analysis of PVES at low momentum transfer is in conflict with the conven-
tional definition of the weak charge. Usually the polarization asymmetry measured in a PVES
experiment modified to include the energy-dependent dispersive box-graph corrections γZ(E)
[11] is used to define the weak charge by writing:
QpW = limE,t→0
APVmeasured
APV0
. (31)
However, Eq. (30) signals the appearance of a new term ∼ ln(|t|) in the one-loop expression:
APV = APV0
[
Qp, 1−loopW + tB(t) + ReγZ(E)−
4
√
2piα
GF
RePVγγ (E, t)
]
, (32)
and the singular logarithmic t-dependent term in Eq. (30) does not vanish in the zero-energy
limit. This would represent a general setback for the formalism of extracting the weak charge
from PVES, since the presence of such a term, no matter small or large, would prevent one from
connecting the measured asymmetry at a finite value of t to the tree-level coupling defined at
t = 0. Even though the apparent divergence is regularized by a finite electron mass (this is in
fact a collinear, not an infra-red divergence), the presence of this correction would have serious
consequences not only for the analysis of PVES, but also for atomic PV experiments. We take
a step back and consider the general properties of the PV forward real Compton scattering
amplitude to prove that this catastrophic scenario is not realized.
The dispersion representation for the real part of the forward PV real Compton amplitude
T3 generically reads
T γγ3 (ν, 0) =
2ν
pi
∫ ∞
νthr
dν ′
ν ′2 − ν2F
γγ
3 (ν
′, 0) , (33)
where νthr is the inelastic threshold, e.g. the pion production threshold for a nucleon target, or
a nuclear excitation threshold for atomic nuclei. The above dispersion relation is a consequence
of Lorentz and gauge invariance, crossing symmetry and the high-energy asymptotic behaviour
of F γγ3 (ν →∞) < Cνd with d < 1. On the other hand, the low-energy expansion (LEX) of the
amplitude T γγ3 (ν, 0) at ν → 0 starts at O(ν3). The Lagrangian density that corresponds to the
tensor in Eq. (23) reads
∂αN¯γ
βNFαµF˜βµ , (34)
but Eq. (23) contains a conventional ∼ 1/ν2 pre-factor introduced to comply with the definition
of the inelastic PV structure function F γZ,γγ3 . We consider now the low-energy behavior of an
amplitude accompanying the operator in Eq. (34). Because PV does not occur when real photons
couple to an on-shell nucleon (the anapole moment requires virtual photons), this amplitude
cannot have negative powers of energy. Secondly, the operator in Eq. (34) is odd under photon
crossing q ↔ −q′, so also the amplitude multiplying it has to be an odd function of ν. Together
with the conventional 1/ν2 pre-factor this leads to the requirement that T γγ3 (ν → 0, 0) = O(ν3).
This implies a superconvergence relation∫ ∞
νthr
dν
ν2
F γγ3 (ν, 0) = 0 , (35)
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which is simply a consequence of the fact that the linear term in the LEX of T γγ3 vanishes.
The superconvergence relation Eq. (35) has been stated already some time ago in the literature
[27, 28].
This property of T γγ3 and F
γγ
3 is of great importance for model estimates of the PV 2γ-box.
First of all, analyzing the forward limit of γγPV we notice that the coefficient multiplying the
divergent ln t term has to vanish at E = 0 according to the superconvergence relation. This
means that the definition of the weak charge in the limit E → 0, t → 0 is safe, and radiative
corrections only modify it by constant contributions which can be calculated and removed from
the measured observable. This said, the logarithmic t-behaviour will still be present at finite
energies and may be non-negligible compared to the precision of relevant PVES experiments.
Also nuclear resonance contributions to F γγ3 need to be studied to understand whether they
are relevant, or irrelevant, for the analysis of atomic PV experiments in terms of nuclear weak
charges.
With this in mind we proceed with a study of the superconvergence relation of Eq. (35) in a
consistent, relativistic field theory framework.
VI. SUPERCONVERGENCE RELATION FOR T γγ3 IN RELATIVISTIC CHPT
An analog of the superconvergence relation of Eq. (35) is the Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn (GDH)
sum rule for the parity-conserving spin-dependent amplitude, that relates the value of the anoma-
lous magnetic moment of a fermion to an integral over its excitation spectrum [29, 30]. The
validity of this sum rule has been checked for an electron in perturbation theory in QED, to
order O(α) in Ref. [31, 32] and O(α3) in Ref. [32]. Recently, a proof of the GDH sum rule for
the nucleon was provided in relativistic Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [33].
Note that in the heavy-baryon version of ChPT (HBChPT) that uses an additional 1/M
expansion (M is the nucleon mass), the sum rule does not hold [34], since the heavy-baryon
approximation alters the high-energy behavior of the cross sections. It should come as no surprise
that a check of the superconvergence relation of Eq. (35) in Ref. [28] using the HBChPT results
of Refs. [35, 36] had a negative outcome. Therefore we proceed in the next section with a proof
of the superconvergence relation of Eq. (35) in relativistic ChPT.
A. Baryon χPT
The relevant part of the PC piN Lagrangean is given by [37]
LPCpiN =
gA
2fpi
N¯τa 6∂piaγ5N = −gpiNN N¯τaγ5Npia , (36)
with pia denoting the pion field, a vector in the isospin space with isospin index a, τa the isospin
matrix, and the isodublet of nucleon bi-spinors N =
(
p
n
)
. The Goldberger-Treiman relation
gpiNN = gA(M/fpi) was used in the right part of Eq. (36). The pseudoscalar coupling is obtained
from the pseudovector one by means of a chiral rotation of the nucleon field [37] and is fully
equivalent to the usual ChPT. As a consequence of the field redefinition the contact coupling
γpiNN is relegated to a higher order in the chiral expansion. This leads to a reduction of the
number of diagrams in the lowest order calculation.
At lowest order, the PV pion-nucleon coupling has no derivatives and is given by [20, 38]
LPVpiN =
h1pi√
2
N¯ [~τ × ~pi]3N = −ih1pi(n¯pi+p− p¯pi−n). (37)
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FIG. 4: Tree-level Feynman diagrams in BChPT needed to calculate the integrand of Eq. (35). Small
black dots indicate the photon coupling to the nucleon charge, solid black squares denote couplings to
the anomalous magnetic moment, and large blue circles describe the PV piNN coupling.
All further terms are of higher order in the chiral expansion. Finally, the nucleon electromagnetic
interaction contains terms determined by the charge and the anomalous magnetic moment,
LγN = ieN¯
[
1 + τ3
2
γµAµ + (κS + τ3κV )
iσµνFµν
4M
]
N , (38)
with κS,V =
1
2(κ
p ± κn) the isoscalar and isovector combinations of the proton and neutron
anomalous magnetic moments, Aµ the electromagnetic field and Fµν the electromagnetic field-
strength tensor.
Details of the calculation of the pion production contribution to the PV structure function
F γγ3 are given in the appendix. Here we display the final result:
F γγ3 (ν, t = 0) = −
gpiNNh
1
piqpi
2
√
2pi2
√
s
{
(1 + κp)
[
E′√
s
− Epi
q
+
m2pi
2qqpi
ln
Epi + qpi
Epi − qpi
]
(39)
−κn
[
−E
q
+
m2pi
2qqpi
ln
Epi + qpi
Epi − qpi +
M2
2qqpi
ln
E′ + qpi
E′ − qpi
]
− qE
′
2M2
κV κS + (κ
n)2
s−M2
4M2
[
−E
′
q
+
M2
2qqpi
ln
E′ + qpi
E′ − qpi
]}
,
with s = M2 + 2Mν. The kinematic variables are defined in the c.m. frame of the γp initial
state as
E =
s+M2
2
√
s
, E′ =
s+M2 −m2pi
2
√
s
, q =
s−M2
2
√
s
, Epi =
s−M2 +m2pi
2
√
s
, (40)
and the magnitude of the three-vector of the pion is qpi =
√
E2pi −m2pi. We are now in a position
to check whether the superconvergence relation, rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variable
x = Epi/ν ∈ (0, 1], ∫ 1
0
dxF γγ3 (Epi/x, t = 0) = 0 , (41)
holds. The result of Eq. (39) contains three terms: the proton charge (as part of the full
magnetic moment of the proton), and linear and quadratic terms in the anomalous magnetic
moments. Numerical integration leads to exactly zero for the first two terms. This cancellation
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is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the terms linear in µp (left) and µn (right): the total area under the
curve is zero. We did not try to prove Eq. (41) analytically, but we find that numerically the
cancellation is obtained to any desired precision.
The terms in Eq. (39) which are quadratic in the anomalous magnetic moment do not obey
the superconvergence relation since F γγ3
[
κV κS , (κ
n)2
]
(ν →∞) ∼ ν and the respective integral
diverges. This result is also not quite unexpected since the magnetic coupling contains a deriva-
tive that affects the high-energy behavior. Moreover, in ChPT the anomalous magnetic moment
scales as g2piNN , so the problematic terms are proportional to ∼ g5piNN . However, our tree-level
calculation of the sum rule integral is not complete at this order and we expect that missing
higher-order terms should restore the superconvergence relation.
B. Model for F γγ3 with pions, ∆, and a high-energy background
For numerical estimates of the effect of PVγγ on the extraction of the weak charge from
PVES experiments, we can use the result of Eq. (39) where we only keep the terms linear in
magnetic moments. This is self-consistent in terms of the superconvergence relation and is
expected to provide the dominant contribution at low energies. To extend the model of F γγ3 to
higher energies, we include the ∆ isobar. In addition, to ensure validity of the superconvergence
relation and provide reasonable estimates for energies beyond the ∆ region we also include a
simple Regge-like background. The following chiral effective Lagrangian terms for the PC and
PV interaction of the ∆ are used [39–41]:
LγN∆PC = i
√
3
2
egM
M(M +M∆)
∆¯ατ3Np∆βF˜
αβ ,
LγN∆PV = i
e
Λχ
[
d+∆∆¯
+
αγβ p+ d
−
∆∆¯
−
αγβ n
]
Fαβ , (42)
with M∆ = 1.232 GeV. The PC magnetic γN∆ coupling, gM = 3.03, is taken from Ref. [41].
The chiral symmetry breaking scale is taken as Λχ = 1 GeV. In what follows we assume purely
isovector coupling constants d+∆ = −d−∆. A measurement by the G0 collaboration [42] with
pi− production on a deuteron target has found |d−∆| = (3.1 ± 9.1) × 10−7. A straightforward
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FIG. 5: The contributions of the terms proportional to the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton
µp = 1 + κp (left) and of the neutron µn = κn (right) to the integrand of Eq. (41) in arbitrary units.
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calculation leads to
F γγ3 ∆(ω, 0) =
√
2
3
2gMd
+
∆
piΛχ(M +M∆)
(W 2 −M2)2 Im 1
W 2 −M2∆ − iWΓ∆(W )
. (43)
The energy-dependent width Γ∆(W ) due to the dominant ∆ → pi + N decay channel depends
on the three-momentum of the pion as ∼ q2`+1pi (W ), with ` = 1 the orbital momentum of the
pion in the p-wave. Then, we obtain
Γ∆(W ) = Γ∆
[
qpi(W )
qpi(M∆)
]3
, (44)
and Γ∆ = 120 MeV the total width of the ∆ resonance. In the zero-width limit one obtains
F γγ3 ∆(ω, 0)
∣∣
Γ∆→0 =
√
2
3
4MgMd
+
∆
Λχ(M +M∆)
ω2∆δ(ω − ω∆) , (45)
with ω∆ = (M
2
∆−M2)/(2M). It is seen that the ∆-contribution alone does not obey the super-
convergence relation. For this reason we will assume a rather generic high-energy contribution
F γγ3 HE(ω, 0) = Cλ(Λ)
(ω
Λ
)λ
Θ(ω − Λ) , (46)
with the Heaviside Θ-function switching the high energy contribution on above a scale Λ ∼ 1
GeV, and the power λ < 1 (the Pomeron cannot contribute to the PV amplitude, and only
meson trajectories with λ . 1/2 are viable) such that the integral in the superconvergence
relation converges. We do not know what the power behaviour should be and will explore the
range −1/2 ≤ λ ≤ 1/2. From the requirement∫ ∞
ωpi
dω
ω2
[
F γγ3 ∆(ω, 0) + F
γγ
3 HE(ω, 0)
]
= 0 , (47)
we obtain a simple constraint on the normalization Cλ:
Cλ(Λ) = −
√
2
3
4MgMd
+
∆Λ
Λχ(M +M∆)
(1− λ) . (48)
Finally, we will use
F γγ3 = F
γγ
3pi + F
γγ
3 ∆ + F
γγ
3 HE (49)
for numerical estimates as input in Eq. (28). This model is exploratory because of the lack
of certainty about the high-energy behavior of the PV structure function. Nonetheless it is
constructed in such a way as to obey the very general constraints imposed by symmetries and
analyticity. Moreover it uses the (very uncertain) available experimental information on the
strength of the hadronic PV interaction. Thus it can be used for reasonable numerical estimates
of the PV two-photon exchange effect on the effective weak charge of the proton in the kinematics
of relevant experiments.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements of the proton’s weak charge are planned within three PVES experiments using
different kinematical conditions. The Qweak experiment at JLab [3] uses an electron beam with
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energy E = 1.165 GeV and momentum transfer t = −0.022 GeV2; the P2 experiment at MESA
[4] will be performed at the lower energy E = 155 MeV and t = −0.0045 GeV2; the MOLLER
experiment [43] will capitalize on the 12 GeV JLab upgrade with the high electron energy of
E = 11 GeV, and the momentum transfer t = −0.0056 GeV2. While the main focus of the latter
experiment is Møller (elastic ee) scattering, elastic ep scattering will also be measured.
The model of F γγ3 specified in Eqs. (39, 45, 46, 48), obeying the superconvergence relation,
can now be used for numerical estimates by evaluating the integral of Eq. (28) with the auxiliary
function G(E,ω, t) given in Eq. (29). The object of interest is
δQpW (E, t) = −
4
√
2piα
GF
RePVγγ (E, t) , (50)
to be compared with the SM result for the proton’s weak charge at one loop accuracy,
QpW = 0.0713(8) . (51)
The precision of the SM prediction for QpW , 8×10−4, sets the relevant scale for the contributions
from the PV two-photon exchange.
The most precise existing experimental determination of the nuclear weak charge was ob-
tained from atomic PV in Cesium-113 atoms [44, 45],
QW (
113Cs) = −72.58(29)exp(32)th , (52)
to be compared to the SM expectation,
QSMW (
113Cs) = −73.23(2) . (53)
For the estimate of the PV two-photon exchange in this case we use the E = 0 limit of Eq.
(29) resulting in Eq. (30). In that latter equation, the t-dependence can be neglected as a direct
consequence of the superconvergence relation, and the result is finite. Keeping in mind that
there are large uncertainties associated with the model, we do not attempt to take into account
nuclear effects and simply assume the isoscalar PV two-photon exchange contribution on a single
nucleon to scale with the atomic number, A = 113 in the case of Cesium.
Our results are compiled in Tables I and II. We find that the PV two-photon exchange
correction does not affect the experimental extraction of the weak mixing angle, neither from
PVES experiments (see Table I), nor from atomic PV experiments (see Table II) at the currently
achievable accuracy. Possible nuclear resonance contributions with PV are expected to be more
important for atomic experiments [46, 47]. For example, in Ref. [47] a P -odd polarizability of
an atom was discussed and a number of mechanisms that can enhance its effect were considered,
e.g., the presence of nearly degenerate levels of opposite parity, leading to an enhancement
of several orders of magnitude over the naive estimates of the effect. Our work demonstrates
that such resonant contributions have to obey the superconvergence relation of Eq. (35) for the
structure function F γγ3 also in the nuclear range. It is plausible to assume that due to the scale
separation between nuclear and hadronic contributions, to a good extent the cancellation in Eq.
(35) should occur in the nuclear and the hadronic range independently. This observation may
serve as a more rigorous basis for implementing the enhancement mechanisms addressed in Ref.
[47].
In summary, we have studied a novel correction to the weak charges due to hadronic PV
effects entering via two-photon exchange. Although such a correction is potentially enhanced
by large logarithms, we could demonstrate that an inclusion of this correction does not influ-
ence the extraction of the weak charge from the experimental observables in either PVES or
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Contribution P2@MESA Qweak MOLLER
Elastic −(1.0± 2.0) · 10−4 −(1.2± 2.2) · 10−5 −(3± 5) · 10−7
pi −(2.0± 2.0) · 10−5 −(5.5± 5.5) · 10−5 −(2.8± 2.8) · 10−5
δQpW ∆ + HE (λ = 0.5) −(0.67± 2.0) · 10−4 −(1.3± 3.8) · 10−4 −(1.1± 3.3) · 10−4
∆ + HE (λ = 0) −(0.4± 1.2) · 10−4 −(1.1± 3.3) · 10−4 −(0.5± 1.4) · 10−4
∆ + HE (λ = −0.5) −(0.32± 0.93) · 10−4 −(1.1± 3.3) · 10−4 −(0.2± 0.6) · 10−4
Total −(1.7± 0.3± 2.5) · 10−4 −(1.9± 0.1± 3.6) · 10−4 −(0.9± 0.5± 1.8) · 10−4
TABLE I: The corrections to the proton’s weak charge from PV γγ box graphs for three PVES exper-
iments. Line two contains the elastic contribution from the proton intermediate state, line three from
Npi intermediate states and the following three lines contain the ∆ plus high-energy contribution with
various options for the parameter λ. The central value in the last line is obtained by summing the various
contributions and averaging over the explored range of λ. The first uncertainty reflects the one due to
the spread in λ, the second error is obtained by adding the uncertainties from the elastic, pi and ∆ + HE
contributions in quadrature.
Contribution 113Cs
Elastic −(2.0± 3.9) · 10−2
pi −(3.3± 3.3) · 10−3
δQW (
113Cs) ∆ + HE (λ = 0.5) −(8± 24) · 10−3
∆ + HE (λ = 0) −(5± 15) · 10−3
∆ + HE (λ = −0.5) −(4± 12) · 10−3
Total −(3.0± 4.3) · 10−2
TABLE II: Same as in Table I for the 113Cs nucleus.
atomic PV experiments. This conclusion is a direct consequence of a general property of the PV
electromagnetic inelastic structure function F γγ3 , i.e. a superconvergence relation that requires
that a certain energy-weighted integral of this function over the inelastic spectrum should van-
ish exactly. This property has been pointed out in the literature before, but it is for the first
time that we were able to formally prove it in a relativistic field theory calculation in the first
non-vanishing order of Baryon Chiral Perturbation Theory. Capitalizing on this proof, we con-
structed a minimal self-consistent model for the structure function F γγ3 , in the hadronic energy
range incorporating the hadronic PV couplings h1pi and d∆, and complemented by a hypothetic
high-energy contribution necessary to obey the superconvergence relation. In addition, we con-
sidered the effect of the nucleon anapole moment that also affects the nucleon weak charge via
the two-photon exchange mechanism. Using all available information on the values and uncer-
tainties of h1pi, d∆, and the proton’s anapole moment, we were able to demonstrate that at the
currently viable level of experimental accuracy these effects are under control and do not affect
the experimental determination of nuclear and the proton’s weak charges. We also pointed out
that possible resonant enhancements of long-range parity-nonconserving interactions in nuclei,
atoms and molecules, proposed earlier in the literature, are also subject to at least a partial
cancellation due to the superconvergence relation that has to hold in the nuclear energy range,
as well.
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VIII. APPENDIX: F γγ3 AT ONE-LOOP LEVEL IN BχPT
In this appendix we provide details for the calculation of the PV structure function F γγ3 at
the one-loop level in BχPT. This is done by relating the forward amplitude T3 to the forward
Compton helicity amplitudes Tλγh,λγh as
T3 =
1
2pie2
1
2
∑
h
[T1h,1h − T−1h,−1h] , (54)
with h = ±1/2 the nucleon helicity in the initial and final state, and λγ = ±1 the photon
helicity. Only amplitudes conserving both nucleon and photon helicities survive in the forward
limit. The conventional factor 1/(2pie2) reflects the normalization of the structure function F γγ3
as defined in Eqs. (7) and (8). From unitarity we obtain the imaginary part of the forward
Compton helicity amplitudes as
ImTλh,λh =
qpi
16pi
√
s
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
∑
h′
∣∣∣T γN→piNh′,λh ∣∣∣2 , (55)
where the unitarity relation was evaluated in the c.m. frame, in which the pion three-momentum
is qpi =
√
[s− (M +mpi)2][s− (M −mpi)2]/4s. Thus, to obtain the forward Compton amplitude
at one-loop level we need to calculate the pion photoproduction helicity amplitudes at tree level,
square them and integrate over the pion angles.
For the photon moving along the positive z-direction, photon polarization vectors are
µλ = −
λ√
2

0
1
iλ
0
 , (56)
and the nucleon helicity-dependent spinors are
Nh =
√
E +M
[
χh
2h qE+Mχh
]
, N ′h′ =
√
E′ +M
[
χ′h′
2h′ qpiE′+Mχ
′
h′
]
, (57)
where the Pauli spinors for ~p = (0, 0,−q) and ~p ′ = (−qpi sin θ, 0,−qpi cos θ) are given by
χ 1
2
=
(
0
1
)
, χ− 1
2
=
(
−1
0
)
, χ′1
2
=
(
− sin θ2
cos θ2
)
, χ′− 1
2
=
(
− cos θ2
− sin θ2
)
. (58)
A straightforward calculation of c.m. helicity amplitudes for pi+ production on the proton target
gives
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T 1
2
,1 1
2
= N e
√
2qpi sin
θ
2
[
C+1 κV
√
2gpiNN − C+2 κSh1pi
M
−
[
µp
s−M2 +
µn
u−M2
]
(C−3
√
2gpiNN + C
−
4 h
1
pi)
]
− T 1
2
,−1 1
2
T− 1
2
,−1− 1
2
= N e
√
2qpi sin
θ
2
[
C+1 κV
√
2gpiNN + C
+
2 κSh
1
pi
M
−
[
µp
s−M2 +
µn
u−M2
]
(C−3
√
2gpiNN − C−4 h1pi)
]
− T− 1
2
,1− 1
2
T− 1
2
,1 1
2
= N e
√
2qpi cos
θ
2
[
C−1 κV
√
2gpiNN − C−2 κSh1pi
M
−
[
µp
s−M2 +
µn
u−M2
]
(C+3
√
2gpiNN + C
+
4 h
1
pi)
]
− T− 1
2
,−1 1
2
T 1
2
,−1− 1
2
= −N e
√
2qpi cos
θ
2
[
C−1 κV
√
2gpiNN + C
−
2 κSh
1
pi
M
−
[
µp
s−M2 +
µn
u−M2
]
(C+3
√
2gpiNN − C+4 h1pi)
]
− T 1
2
,1− 1
2
T 1
2
,−1 1
2
= −N e
√
2qpi sin θ cos
θ
2
[
C−1 h
1
pi + C
−
2
√
2gpiNN
t−m2pi
− κ
n
2M
C+3 h
1
pi + C
+
4
√
2gpiNN
u−M2
]
,
T− 1
2
,1− 1
2
= −N e
√
2qpi sin θ cos
θ
2
[
−C−1 h1pi + C−2
√
2gpiNN
t−m2pi
− κ
n
2M
−C+3 h1pi + C+4
√
2gpiNN
u−M2
]
,
T− 1
2
,−1 1
2
= N e
√
2qpi sin θ sin
θ
2
[
C+1 h
1
pi + C
+
2
√
2gpiNN
t−m2pi
− κ
n
2M
C−3 h
1
pi + C
−
4
√
2gpiNN
u−M2
]
,
T 1
2
,1− 1
2
= −N e
√
2qpi sin θ sin
θ
2
[
−C+1 h1pi + C+2
√
2gpiNN
t−m2pi
− κ
n
2M
−C−3 h1pi + C−4
√
2gpiNN
u−M2
]
.
(59)
The c.m. frame quantities E, E′, q and Epi are given in Eq. (40), and in terms of them the
Mandelstam invariants read
u−M2 = −2q(E′ + qpi cos θ) , t−m2pi = −2q(Epi − qpi cos θ) . (60)
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Furthermore,
N =
√
(E +M)(E′ +M) ,
C±1 = 1±
q
E +M
qpi
E′ +M
,
C±2 =
q
E +M
± qpi
E′ +M
,
C±3 =
√
s−M ± (√s+M) q
E +M
qpi
E′ +M
,
C±4 = (
√
s+M)
q
E +M
± (√s−M) qpi
E′ +M
. (61)
Combining these results we find
1
2
∑
h,h′
[∣∣Th′,1h∣∣2 − ∣∣Th′,−1h∣∣2] = 4√2e2gpiNNh1pi [(µp + s−M2u−M2µn
)(
2q2pi sin
2 θ
t−m2pi
− u−M
2
s−M2
)
+(µn)2
(s−M2)q2pi sin2 θ
2M2(u−M2) −
κSκV
2M2
(qE′ − Eqpi cos θ)
]
. (62)
Upon integrating over the pion phase space we finally obtain
F γγ3 (s, t = 0) = −
gpiNNh
1
piqpi
2
√
2pi2
√
s
{
µp
[
E′√
s
− Epi
q
+
m2pi
2qqpi
ln
Epi + qpi
Epi − qpi
]
(63)
−µn
[
−E
q
+
m2pi
2qqpi
ln
Epi + qpi
Epi − qpi +
M2
2qqpi
ln
E′ + qpi
E′ − qpi
]
− qE
′
2M2
κV κS + (µ
n)2
s−M2
4M2
[
−E
′
q
+
M2
2qqpi
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